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Compelling pictorial archive of 264 vintage photographs, selected from uncommon tintypes and
other authentic materials (1850s–1910), depict little girls in their mothers' hats and clothing,
sisters wearing identical plaid dresses and button boots, a young man in an everyday fit and
bowler hat, a boy dressed up in Little Lord Fauntleroy style, and scores of others.
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First Rate Look at What People Used to Wear As a writer, There is this book to be a wonderful
source for my historical mysteries set in Kansas City around a hundred years or so ago.. Great
Book for Fans of Victorian Fashion As a author of Victorian historical fiction, this book is an
invaluable resource; however, it is also an excellent history of the style of the days and well
worth the read. Well worth owning for anyone who wants to know how others lived and dressed.
Four Stars good reference good reference Three Stars This was helpful to a degree. I've used this
publication for research often when I needed this to describe a certain kind of clothing. During
the victorian era.. Fascinating book with pages full of large photos of people and their clothing
from the 1800's. Great reference book Great book of antique photos. I really like looking through
this publication and it's so great to have real genuine people within their real authentic clothes
(as opposed to drawings). Very satisfied - perfect gift for 15 year older Grand Daughter .. Five
Stars Very enjoyable demonstration of photographs capturing the evolution of fashions for men,
women and kids!.Author gives detailed info on clothing &. Loves of great pictures Ordered this
book due to it had plenty of great great Victorian era photographs that I hope can inspire my
drawings. Beautiful Victorian images Beautiful Victorian images...I bought it for a reference guide
for clothing worn. Extremely satisfied - perfect gift for 15 year previous Grand Daughter
dependent on the "Victorian Era". clothing. Full of great huge photos from the 1800's.It has more
than served the purpose I bought it for.. Arrived promptly.Good obvious photos of a wide range
of differing people & dates if known. But it's also an engaging reserve for anyone interested in
history to scroll through to learn how people really dressed up in America in the 19th century..
Love these pictures Love these pictures.
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